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Trump promises strike on Syria
ESCALATING TENSION » President warns Russia
against backing Assad, says relations are dismal
By EILEEN SULLIVAN
AND MICHAEL D. SHEAR
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump put Syria and
Russia on notice Wednesday
morning in a Twitter post, prom-

ising that missiles fired at Syria
“will be coming, nice and new
and ‘smart!'” and telling the
Kremlin that it should not partner with a “Gas Killing Animal
who kills his people and enjoys
it!” After the threat, the president
said in a separate tweet that rela-

tions between the United States
and Russia are worse than ever.
The president appeared to
be reacting to reports Tuesday
that the Russian ambassador to
Lebanon, Alexander Zasypkin,
warned the United States and
its allies that any missiles fired
at Syria would be shot down.
He made those comments in an
interview with Al Manar Television.

Trump’s early morning comments were remarkable in that
he is, in a way, telegraphing the
United States’ response to a suspected chemical weapons attack
in Syria, which is something he
had previously criticized other
leaders for doing. Trump has
said publicly that sharing military plans could give enemies information they could use to their
advantage.

With U.S. strike intentions so
clearly forecast by Trump, the
Syrian government has moved
key aircraft to the Russian base
near Latakia and is taking pains
to secure important weapons systems, military analysts said.
Pentagon officials said that
even if Syrian warplanes manage to elude a U.S.-led strike
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Who will house residents?

Paul Ryan

Ryan
says he
plans
to retire
Speaker won’t run again,
leaving party that in
many ways left him, too
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
AND THOMAS KAPLAN
NEW YORK TIMES
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Chrissy Wilka, who has severe cerebral palsy, is transferred from her wheelchair to a swing with the help of Povi Wagner, right, the administrator,
and Jennifer Lee, the assistant program director, at the Kaleidoscope Adult Day Program last month in Santa Rosa.

SR facility for developmentally
disabled shutting for lack of funds
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Chrissy Wilka’s house on
Baird Road in Santa Rosa’s Rincon Valley neighborhood is classified as an ICF/DD-CNC — an
intermediate care facility with
24-hour continuous skilled nursing care for those with developmental disabilities.
For Wilka, 29, who’s had severe cerebral palsy all her life,
the Baird House is just home.
Her bedroom walls are decorated with photos of her family,

and images of her favorite movie
stars and musicians, which she
prints out at the Rincon Valley
Regional Library.
The Montgomery High School
graduate often visits friends
in the neighborhood, spends
weekend afternoons at Rincon
Valley Community Park and
sometimes gets lunch with her
parents at Oliver’s Market on
Montecito Boulevard.
But the 24-hour care she receives is going away; Baird
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Chrissy Wilka, right, talks with Ashlie Mossberg, a direct support
professional, last month in Santa Rosa.

National Enquirer gets drawn into investigation
By JIM RUTENBERG, EMILY STEEL
AND MIKE MCINTIRE
NEW YORK TIMES

President Donald Trump has long
had ties to the nation’s major media
players. But his connections with the
country’s largest tabloid publisher,
American Media Inc., run deeper than
most.
A former top executive of Trump’s ca-

WASHINGTON — Paul Ryan
took the helm of the House 21/2
years ago, not because he wanted it, but because he was seen as
the only lawmaker who could
keep Republicans from devouring themselves. They had shut
down the government, nearly
precipitated a debt crisis and
toppled a speaker, John Boehner.
Ryan announced his departure on Wednesday with the
gaps in the party as evident
as ever, but drawn along new
fault lines, with nativists and
populists following the lead of
President Donald Trump, pitted
against what remains of Ryan’s
brand of traditional conservatism.
The speaker, who once
dreamed of a more inclusive
party, open to black, Latino and
immigrant voters enticed by a
youthful, optimistic vision, was
being left behind.

sino business sits on AMI’s four-member board of directors, and an adviser
joined the media company after the
election. The company’s chairman, David Pecker, is a close friend of the president’s.
And in the Trump era, AMI’s flagship tabloid, the National Enquirer,
has taken a decidedly political turn,
regularly devoting covers to the president’s triumphs and travails with ar-

ticles headlined “Trump’s Plan For
World Peace!” and “Proof ! FBI Plot to
Impeach Trump!”
Since the early stages of his campaign in 2015, Trump, his lawyer Michael Cohen and Pecker have strategized about protecting him and lashed
out at his political enemies.
Now the tabloid company has been
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